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Abstract—Database driven dynamic spectrum sharing is one
of the most promising dynamic spectrum access (DSA) solution
to address the spectrum scarcity issue. In such a database-driven
DSA system, the centralized spectrum management infrastruc-
ture, called spectrum access system (SAS), collects sensitive oper-
ational data of both incumbent users (IUs) and secondary users
(SUs), which makes privacy protection critical in this paradigm.
However, the few existing solutions rely on online trusted third
party, which requires extra infrastructure and brings the risk
of single point failure. To address the shortcomings of existing
solutions, we propose a privacy enhanced and database-driven
dynamic spectrum sharing (PeDSS) framework in this paper,
which preserves the privacy for both IUs and SUs in database-
driven DSA systems without the need for online trusted third
party. Privacy for both IUs and SUs are formally defined and
analyzed, and experiment results show that SAS under PeDSS is
able to handle a single spectrum request in 0.51 ms on average,
which is three orders of magnitude faster than prior arts.

Index Terms—Privacy-preserving protocols; Dynamic spec-
trum access; Location privacy

I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic spectrum access (DSA) technique has been widely
accepted as a key technique to address the spectrum scarcity
issue. DSA enhances spectrum efficiency by allowing unli-
censed secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically utilize the
spectrum that is not used by licensed incumbent users (IUs).

It is implied from industrial and governmental acts that
database driven dynamic spectrum sharing paradigm is one
of the most promising and practical design for DSA. In this
paradigm, each SU sends spectrum access system (SAS) their
spectrum access request that includes their location, trans-
mission power and antenna height. If the SU will not cause
intolerable interference to IUs, it will get a valid spectrum
license in return.

User privacy is one of the critical concerns for a successful
DSA system design. For national security reasons, operational
information of government IUs is often classified data. For
example, the IUs in 3.5 GHz DSA band in the U.S. include
military and fixed satellite service licensees [1]. These IUs’ op-
erational data is highly sensitive, and thus the IUs’ operational
security is essential. Meanwhile, civil users of SU devices also
need protection of their location privacy. According to a 2013
Pew Research project [2], 86% of users surveyed had taken
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actions to hide their identities to avoid information collection
online. Yet the centralized spectrum management entity, SAS,
who collects information related to operational status from
both IUs and SUs, is usually operated by commercial third
parties [3] that are not necessarily trusted by either IUs or SUs.
Thus, privacy concern has been hindering the development of
DSA systems.

Existing works regarding IU and SU privacy protection can
be divided into three types. The first type [4] attempts to
protect IU privacy from curious SUs while assuming the SAS
is trustworthy. These schemes cannot protect IU operational
security from curious SAS. The second type [5][6][7] protects
both IU and SU privacy by formulating IU and SU pri-
vacy protection problem as a secure multi-party computation
problem and solves the problem using partially homomorphic
cryptographic primitives. However, these schemes rely on the
aid of an online trusted third party (OTTP), which brings
additional overhead on maintenance. In addition, all users’
privacy will be breached if this OTTP service is compromised.
Furthermore, these schemes’ average processing time per SU
spectrum request is several seconds, which is not scalable
when the arrival rate of spectrum request is high. In [8] a
solution that addresses computational overhead is proposed,
but the issue of SU privacy is neglected. The final type [9]
applies differential privacy mechanism to protect IU and SU
privacy. While they are much faster than the second type of
approaches, their level of privacy protection for IU will quickly
drop as more SU queries are serviced.

To solve the above problems of existing works, this pa-
per presents PeDSS, a novel framework that protects both
IU and SU privacy from untrusted SAS in database-driven
DSA system. PeDSS leverages the homomorphic property
of a proxy re-encryption scheme, called AFGH scheme, to
eliminate the need for an online trusted third party and
hence mitigates the single-point-of-failure issue in existing
works. In addition, PeDSS successfully integrates differential
privacy schemes with homomorphic encryption-based privacy
protection, such that it can ensure IU privacy will not be
compromised regardless of the number of SU queries while
still achieving fast and scalable spectrum request service time.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized below.
1) We proposed a novel privacy enhancing framework for

database driven spectrum sharing system, which is com-
putationally efficient, provably secure, and free of online



trusted third party.
2) We rigorously define and analyze IU operational secu-

rity for database driven system using standard security
experiments.

3) We evaluate the performance of PeDSS based on ex-
periments with real terrain data obtained from USGS
and SRTM3, to demonstrate that PeDSS achieves advan-
tage in communication and computation cost compared
to prior art. The trade-off between spectrum allocation
accuracy and privacy protection is also evaluated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces related works. Section III presents an overview
of PeDSS and its security properties. Section IV presents
features of cryptosystems used in PeDSS, and Section V
presents technical details. Security definitions and analysis are
presented in Section VI. Evaluations are provided in Section
VII. Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Currently, it is identified that addressing the location privacy
of IUs is still in its infancy and more still need to be done
[10]. In [11], database inference attack is identified, where
SUs may try to infer IUs’ operational status based on their
spectrum access result. In [12] IU data obfuscation techniques
are proposed and in [8] a tailored secure MPC protocol is
proposed. However, approaches proposed in [11], [12] and [8]
only consider IU privacy.

In [4] a k-anonymity based approach is proposed to address
both IU privacy and SU privacy. However, in its proposal, SAS
are assumed to run the k-anonymity algorithm, so it cannot
address IU privacy in the untrusted SAS scenario.

In [9], differential privacy is applied to preserve privacy
for both IUs and SUs, and a utility maximization protocol
is proposed. However, the system model in [9] implies that a
single IU may receive multiple queries from different SUs, and
the security level will decrease when multiple queries happen
[13]. This issue is not investigated in [9].

In [5][6], efficient MPC protocols dedicated for centralized
DSA are proposed to address both IU privacy and SU privacy,
under protection zone model and exclusion zone mode respec-
tively. However, as we have discussed in Section I, the design
of introducing online trusted third party, the Key Distributor,
is not favorable for military IUs, who do not tend to trust other
parties and are not willing to participate in spectrum allocation
routine of the system. In [7], an MPC protocol called “PISA”
is proposed for the DSA system at UHF TV band, yet in
PISA there is also an online trusted third party called “Semi-
trusted Third Party” (STP). Although STP is claimed to be
“semi-trusted”, it can decrypt IU private data since it owns
the corresponding private key.

III. OVERVIEW OF PEDSS AND SECURITY PROPERTIES

A. Overview of PeDSS

As shown in Figure. 1, there are four parties in a PeDSS
system: (1) IUs, (2) a SAS server for spectrum management,
(3) SUs, and (4) a Key Issuer for setting up keys for the system.
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Fig. 1: PeDSS overview

There are two routines of this system: data collection
and spectrum allocation. In data collection routine, an IU
obtains the IU group public key from Key Issuer and uses
the key to encrypt their raw data regarding the presence of
IUs. SAS leverages the homomorphic property of underlying
cryptosystem to integrate encrypted data reports to form an
encrypted map on IU presence, denoted as JDKII .

In spectrum allocation routine, an SU sends the spectrum
request along with its location, antenna height, and maximum
transmission power to SAS. When an SU sends this spectrum
request req, it will intentionally introduce fuzziness in its
location claim so that its location privacy can be protected.
Upon receiving a spectrum request along with the fuzzy
location, SAS computes the potential spectrum license cred,
based on the encrypted IU presence map JDKII and the
attenuation map A. The SU can manage to recover a valid
license cred∗ by using its re-encryption key obtained from
the Key Issuer. The recovered license is valid if and only
if the potential interference does not exceed the interference
sensitivity threshold of any IU.

B. Attack model

In this paper, we assume SAS as the adversary. We assume
that the SAS is honest but curious, which is commonly used
to characterize any general service provider. In particular, SAS
is trusted to faithfully conduct all algorithms and follow the
protocols faithfully, but it is also interested in learning SUs’
locations and IUs’ operational data.

We also consider outside attackers that focus on compromis-
ing a SAS administrator in order to dump all the data stored
at SAS. This type of attackers is interested in learning SUs’
locations and IUs’ operational data.

In database driven DSA systems, there also exists inference
attacks that attempts to break IU privacy through forming
an adversarial network of SUs to gather spectrum allocation
results. It can be thwarted by adding fuzziness to the spectrum
allocation process as shown in existing works [11][9][4].
Discussions on such types of countermeasures are beyond the
scope of this paper.



C. Security goals

In the following, we provide the security goals of PeDSS.
Formal definitions will be presents in section VI.

Correctness: Correctness is the basic design goal of PeDSS,
which ensures interference protection for IUs. This property
requires that when an SU would cause interference greater than
any IU’s sensitivity threshold, its spectrum request cannot be
approved. i.e. SU cannot receive a valid or useful spectrum
license in this case.

IU privacy: IU privacy requires that an honest but curious
SAS is not able to identify the IU presence status and
operational data. It also requires that a compromised SAS will
not leak any information related to IU presence status.

SU location privacy: SU location privacy requires that an
honest but curious SAS can only extract limited information
on the location of a queried SU. In this paper, we use
differential privacy to formally define the concept of “limited
information”.

IV. FEATURES OF CRYPTOSYSTEMS

In this section, we introduce the features of the underlying
cryptosystems that are leveraged in PeDSS design.

A. Homomorphic proxy re-encryption scheme

PeDSS uses AFGH scheme, which is a widely used proxy
re-encryption scheme proposed by G. Ateniese et al. [14]. The
homomorphic multiplication and inverse property of AFGH
cryptosystem is critical for the design of PeDSS system,
which enables SAS to perform spectrum computation without
knowing the actual IU status. Meanwhile, the re-encryption
property enables SUs to recover the potential spectrum license
without the help of an extra trusted third party.

1) Overview of AFGH: AFGH cryptosystem is defined over
a type 1 bilinear groups (G1,GT ), where a bilinear map e :
G1 ×G1 → GT exists with the following properties:

1) G1 and GT are multiplicative cyclic groups of prime
order p; g is a generator of G1.

2) e is an efficiently computable bilinear map with the
following properties:
• Bilinear: e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab, ∀u, v ∈ G1, a, b ∈ Z∗p;
• Non-degenerate: e(g, g) 6= 1.

The following describes the construction of the AFGH
scheme, which is “the third attempt” in [14].
• System parameters: To setup the system, a Type 1

bilinear pairing system is required. Denote g as the
generator of G1, p as the order of G1. Set Z = e(g, g).

• Key Generation(KG(a1, a2)): For two inputs a1, a2 ∈
Z∗p, set secret key sk = (a1, a2), compute public key
pk := (Za1 , ga2).

• Re-Encryption Key Generation (RG(ska, pkb)): Taking
private key ska = (a1, a2) of user A and public key
pkb = (Zb1 , gb2) of user B, the re-encryption key is
computed by rkA→B := (gb2)a1 = ga1b2 .

• First-Level Encryption (EI(M, pka)): For a message
M ∈ GT and public key pka = (Za1 , ga2), select a

random nonce r←$Z∗p, and compute c1 = Zr · M ,
c2 = Zra2 , where ←$ means “samples from”. The
ciphertext is C := (c1, c2).

• Second-Level Encryption (EII(M, pka)): For a message
M ∈ GT and public key pka = (Za1 , ga2), select
r←$Z∗p, and compute c1 = Zra1 · M , c2 = gr. The
ciphertext is C := (c1, c2).

• First-Level Decryption (DI(Cr, skb)): for a first-level
ciphertext Cr = (c1, c2) and its corresponding private
key skb = (b1, b2), the plaintext is obtained by computing
M∗ := c1

c
1/b2
2

.

• Second-Level Decryption (DII(Cr, ska)): for a second-
level ciphertext Cr = (c1, c2) and its corresponding
private key ska = (a1, a2), the plaintext is obtained by
computing M∗ := c1

e(ga1 ,c2)
.

• Re-Encryption (R(C, rkA→B)): for a message M en-
crypted by public key (Za1 , ga2), its second-level ci-
phertext C = (c1, c2) can be re-encrypted to be a first-
level ciphertext encrypted by public key pkb = (Zb1 , gb2)
by computing c∗2 := e(c2, rkA→B) = Z(ra1)b2 . The re-
encrypted first level ciphertext is Cr := (c1, c

∗
2).

2) Homomorphic property of AFGH scheme:

Proposition 1. Homomorphic properties: Given an AFGH
public and private key pair (pk, sk), consider two AFGH
second-level encrypted ciphertexts C = EII(M, pk) = (c1, c2)
and C ′ = EII(M

′, pk) = (c′1, c
′
2). The homomorphic multipli-

cation operation C⊗C ′ := (c1c
′
1, c2c

′
2) produces a ciphertext

of MM ′. In another word, DII(C ⊗ C ′) = MM ′.
The homomorphic inverse operation inv(C) := (c−11 , c−12 )

produces a ciphertext of M−1. In another word,
DII(inv(C)) = M−1.

We omit the proof since the homomorphic feature of AFGH
has already been discussed in [15]. Note that this proposition
implies that AFGH is homomorphic in terms of division.

B. Cryptographic Assumptions

The security of AFGH scheme is preserved under extended
decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (EDBDH) assumption and
discrete logarithm (DL) assumption [14]. Details of the two
assumptions are not provided in this paper due to space limit.

V. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

In this section, we present the technical details of each step
in PeDSS design.

A. System Setup

To initialize the PeDSS system, the Key Issuer firstly needs
to run Setup(p) algorithm once. The algorithm has three steps:
• Step 1: Set up the AFGH scheme: Let the symmetric

bilinear group pair be G1,GT of prime order p, the
corresponding bilinear mapping function be e : G1 ×
G1 7→ GT , and AFGH system parameters be g ∈ G1,
Z = e(g, g).

• Step 2: Select a1, a2←$Z∗p, and compute an AFGH key
pair (sk, pk) = KG(a1, a2). Let the master secret key



msk = sk and IU’s group public key ipk = pk. Let
system parameters params = (G1,GT , p, e, g, Z).

• Step 3: The Key Issuer publishes ipk and params.
An SU b sets up itself by registering itself at the Key Issuer

before sending any spectrum request. During the registration
process, it generates a randomized AFGH key pair (skb, pkb)
and sends pkb to the Key Issuer. Upon receiving the SU’s pub-
lic key pkb, the Key Issuer firstly generates the re-encryption
key rkb through rkb ← RG(msk, pkb), and then sends rkb
back to the SU through a secure channel.

After the initial setup, the Key Issuer, which is the only
trusted third party in PeDSS, can go off-line and the PeDSS
moves to the normal operation state. Essentially, PeDSS does
not require its trusted third party to be engaged during the
entire operation of SAS and the Key Issuer is only needed
during the system setup stage.

B. Details of data collection and integration routine

In the normal operation state of PeDSS, one function of
SAS is to collect and integrate IU input data, whose detail
will be introduced in this subsection. The other function of
SAS is to process spectrum allocation requests from SUs and
we will discuss it in the next subsection.

1) Input data types: We assume that its input data to SAS
includes its frequency fIU , location lIU , antenna height hIU
and sensitivity level to interference γ. These data have been
identified in [5] to be related to spectrum allocation and are
also private IU information.

To limit the computation overhead, all input data are dis-
cretized into a limited set of possible values. For locations,
the discretization process divides PeDSS system’s service area
into a total of L same size grids and the location of an IU
is represented by the grid it belongs to. For antenna height,
frequency and interference sensitivity level, each is quantized
into several value ranges and the actual value is approximated
by the range it belongs to.

2) Generate encrypted IU presence report: An IU runs
algorithm Report Gen(·) to generate an encrypted IU presence
report. The IU presence information is represented as a matrix
R of dimension L×H×F×Γ, where L is the total number of
grids, H , F and Γ are the total number of discretized antenna
height ranges, frequency ranges and interference sensitivity
level ranges, respectively.

If an IU is in grid l, has antenna height in range h, frequency
in range f , interference sensitivity level in range γ, then R’s
entry Rl,h,f,γ is a random non-identity element picked from
GT ; formally,

Rl,h,f,γ ←$GT \{1GT } . (1)

For the other entries, we set Rl,h,f,γ to be the identity element
of GT , which is denoted as 1GT ; formally,

Rl,h,f,γ ← 1GT (2)

Then, IU encrypts every entry of R using level 2 encryption
and public key ipk. We denote the encrypted results as JRKII .

3) Update the encrypted map: Upon receiving an encrypted
data report JRKII , SAS integrates the report into the encrypted
map JDKII .

The map JDKII is a matrix over level 2 AFGH ciphertext of
the same dimension as the incoming report JRKII . To initialize
this map, SAS sets all elements to be J1GT KII , which is the
second level ciphertext of 1GT , encrypted using key ipk.

SAS updates the map by conducting element-wise homo-
morphic multiplication between JDKII and JRKII . That is:

JDl,h,f,γKII ← JDl,h,f,γKII ⊗ JRl,h,f,γKII (3)

for all entries of JDKII and JRKII .
4) Release an expired IU presence data report: When an

IU data report JRKII expires, SAS removes the impact of that
report by element-wise homomorphically dividing JDKII by
JRKII . Formally, this means:

JDl,h,f,γKII ← JDl,h,f,γKII ⊗ inv(JRl,h,f,γKII) (4)

for all entries of JDKII and JRKII .

C. Details of spectrum allocation routine

In order to protect its privacy, when an SU sends SAS
its spectrum request, it will not tell SAS its exact location.
Instead, it sends a fuzzy location that is different from its true
location and guarantees differential privacy. Upon receiving
the SU request with the fuzzy location, SAS needs to conduct
proper spectrum allocation based on the fuzzy SU location
and encrypted IU information. Finally, SAS needs to ensure
that from the information that it sends to the SU, the SU
can recover a proper license if and only if the spectrum
computation result indicates that no harmful interference will
be generated by the SU.

In the following, we describe the details of spectrum access
request generation, spectrum allocation, and license recovery.

1) Generating spectrum access request: Let lSU := (x, y)
be the true location of the SU. To protect SU location privacy,
the SU firstly picks a privacy parameter rSU , which indicates
the mean value of the distance between fuzzy location and
true location. Then, the SU sets the parameter ε by

ε← 2

rSU
, (5)

and generates a fuzzy location l∗SU by sampling from polar
Laplacian distribution with parameter ε, which proceeds as
follows[16]:
• Step 1: Select θ̂←$ [0, 2π);
• Step 2: Select z←$ [0, 1). Define function Cε(r) = 1 −

(1 + εr)e−εr, and find the root of equation z = Cε(r)
through bisection. Let the root be r̂;

• Step 3: Set x∗ ← x+ r̂ cos θ̂ and y∗ ← y+ r̂ sin θ̂. Output
l∗SU = (x∗, y∗).

Afterwards, the SU sends its spectrum request message
using the fuzzy location l∗SU instead of its true location,
i.e., req = (l∗SU , rSU , hSU , fSU , Pmax), where hSU is the



discretized antenna height of SU and Pmax is the maximum
transmission power (in dBm).

In the following, we claim and proof that the above algo-
rithm correctly generates fuzzy-locations following Laplacian
distribution with mean value rSU :

Proposition 2. The above fuzzy-location generating algorithm
creates locations following polar Laplacian distribution cen-
tered in the origin lSU with parameter ε = 2

rSU
. That is,

Pr[l∗SU = (r, θ)] =
ε2

2π
re−εr, (6)

where (r, θ) is the polar coordinate of fuzzy location l∗SU
centered at lSU . Moreover, the mean value of distance between
fuzzy location and true location is rSU ; that is,

E[d(l∗SU , lSU )] = rSU , (7)

where d(·, ·) denotes Euclidean distance.

Proof. From the algorithm description, the fuzzy location
l∗SU has a polar coordinate of (r̂, θ̂), centered at lSU . Thus,
d(l∗SU , lSU ) has a cumulative distribution function (CDF) as
Cε(r), and its probability distribution function (PDF) Dε(r)
can be obtained as:

Dε(r) =
dCε(r)

dr
= ε2re−εr. (8)

Since θ̂ is uniformly selected and independent of r̂, we have:

Pr[l∗SU = (r, θ)] = Pr[d(l∗SU , lSU ) = r ] · 1

2π
= Dε(r)

1

2π

= ε2re−εr · 1

2π
=
ε2

2π
re−εr.

(9)
Note that Dε(r) is the pdf of the gamma distribution with

shape 2 and scale 1/ε. So its mean value is:

E[d(l∗SU , lSU )] = 2 · 1

ε
= rSU . (10)

2) Location stretch: Upon receiving the SU request, the
first step that SAS does is to perform a location stretch, which
creates a location set L, where the true location of the SU is
expected to belong to L.

To stretch the fuzzy location, SAS selects a stretch radius
r0, draws a circle centered at the fuzzy location with radius
r0, and puts all location grids that are located in the circle in
the stretched set. That is,

L ← {lSU : d(lSU , l
∗
SU ) < r0}, (11)

where d(·, ·) denotes Euclidean distance.

3) Spectrum computation on ciphertext domain: Note the
IU presence map JDKII is encrypted and SAS cannot directly
compute the interference an SU would cause to IUs. Instead,
SAS firstly enumerates all feasible operational parameters of
an IU (i.e., all possible combinations of discretized IU location
l, antenna height h, frequency f and sensitivity level γ). If
for any IU parameter combination, the SU located in some
location in L can cause interference larger than IU sensitivity
level, the combination of IU parameters are put into a set U .

Afterwards, the SAS homomorphically multiplies all items
in the encrypted map JDKII with index in set U . According
to equation (1)(2)(3)(4), the result, denoted as I , will be

I = J1GT KII ⊗ J1GT KII ⊗ · · · ⊗ J1GT KII = J1GT KII , (12)

if the SU will not generate harmful interference assuming it
is located at any locations in L; otherwise, I will be almost
surely1 a level 2 ciphertext of a random element in GT other
than 1GT .

Figure. 2 presents the pseudocode of the above spectrum
computation on ciphertext domain, where A(· · · ) is the at-
tenuation map function. A(lSU , hSU , fSU , l, h, f) is assigned
to be the minimum path loss between a transmitter located at
grid lSU with antenna height range hSU , frequency range fSU
and a receiver located at grid l with antenna height range h,
frequency range f . This map function can be pre-computed
to reduce the online computation overhead of handling a
spectrum request.

U ← ∅, I ← EII(1GT , ipk)

for all possible (l, h, f, γ) combinations and all lSU ∈ L
if Pmax −A(lSU , hSU , fSU , l, h, f) ≥ γ
U ← U ∪{(l, h, f, γ)}

fi

endfor

for all (l, h, f, γ) ∈ U
I ← I ⊗ JDl,h,f,γKII

endfor

return I

Fig. 2: Spectrum computation on ciphertext domain

4) Generate potential spectrum license: A valid spectrum
license consists of the PKI certificate of SAS certSAS , license
related message msg and the signature σ of msg signed by
skSAS . Moreover, msg is composed of SAS-stretched location
set L, SU’s antenna height h, allowed maximum power Pmax

and extra information. The expiration date and SU’s credential
are put in the extra information field.

SAS firstly generates the valid license cred based on
previously computed L and SU information, yet cred should
only be sent to the SU if the SU causes no potential harmful
interference. To achieve this, SAS firstly picks random element

1The probability with which I being the ciphertext of 1GT is O (1/p)
where p = 280 if we are considering 80 bit level security.



α in GT and hashes it to random bit string k. Then it en-
crypts the valid license using any symmetric key cryptosystem
(say, AES) assuming k as the secret key, which is denoted
as EAES(cred, k). Meanwhile, SAS encrypts α to level 2
ciphertext using key ipk and homomorphically multiplies it
with the I returned by the algorithm in Fig. 2. That is, set
C ← EII(α, ipk) ⊗ I . Note that if the SU cannot create
harmful interference to IU, then I = J1GT KII and hence C
can be decrypted to α. Otherwise, I is the ciphertext of some
random number and decryption of C just results in a random
number.

Finally, SAS sets the potential license credP =
(C,EAES(cred, k))) and sends it to the SU.

5) License recovery: Upon receiving a potential spectrum
license credP = (C, str), an SU b recovers a license by
running algorithm Rec, which proceeds as follows:
• Using the re-encryption key rkb obtained during its

registration process with the Key Distributor (See section
III.B), SU b re-encrypts C to be a first level cipher text
encrypted by pkb: C

∗ ← R(C, rkb).
• SU b decrypts C∗ and recovers an AES key, and then

obtains the recovered spectrum license using that key:

k∗ ← H(DI(C
∗, skb)),

cred∗ ← DAES(cred, k∗).

Afterwards, the SU uses the signature part of cred∗ to
check if cred∗ is a valid license. If the validation fails, it
means that I 6= 1GT (i.e. SU can create harmful interference).
Only when cred∗ has been successfully validated, can the SU
access the spectrum from a location inside the set L indicated
in the license.

VI. SECURITY DEFINITIONS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we provide formal definitions and proof of
PeDSS’s security properties.

A. Correctness

We denote the whole PeDSS functionality as a function f :

cred∗ := f(R, E , A, req), (13)

where the R is the set of all received IU presence reports and
E is the set of all expired IU presence reports. The formal
definition of correctness is given as follows:

Definition 1. Denote SU’s true location as lSU and its spec-
trum request as req = (l∗SU , ε, hSU , fSU , Pmax). PeDSS is
correct if for any input (R, E , A, req) to PeDSS functionality
and an IU parameter combination (l, h, f, γ) such that

Pmax −A(lSU , hSU , fSU , l, h, f) ≥ γ
∃R ∈ R,R /∈ E s.t. Rl,h,f,γ 6= 1GT ,

either the signature of cred∗ := f(R, E , A, req) is invalid or
lSU /∈ L. (L is the location set in cred∗)

Theorem 1. The probability with which PeDSS is NOT correct
is negligible.

Proof. If lSU /∈ L, then PeDSS is correct.
Now assume lSU ∈ L. Define Rl,h,f,γ = Q 6= 1GT for

some Q←$GT \{1GT }. Note that

JDl,h,f,γKII =
⊗

R∈R,R/∈E

JRl,h,f,γKII , (14)

and I = ⊗(l,h,f,γ)∈UJDl,h,f,γKII . Hence, I is essentially
homomorphic multiplication of Q 6= 1GT with several items
which are either J1GT KII or some other random elements.
Hence, the probability with which I = J1GT K, is negligible.
For example, for 80 bit security level, the probability is 2−80.
Therefore, the probability with which the recovered key is
correct (i.e. k∗ = k) and the signature of cred∗ can be verified
as valid is negligible. This demonstrate that the chance that
PeDSS is incorrect is negligible.

B. Privacy for IU

To formally define IU privacy property, we setup a security
experiment, which is shown in Figure. 3. In the privacy
experiment, the adversary A is required to respond a challenge
by showing its ability to distinguish two different IU presence
data patterns. The adversary A submits two actually IUs
presence data sequences arbitrarily on his own choice, and
then the challenger will pick a random one and generate the
all corresponding data reports, based on which the adversary
will output a single bit indicating the guess on which sequence
is picked by the challenger. In addition, we also allow the
adversary A to query a CrptReg oracle, which implies the
adversary can corrupt SU registration channel.

The formal definition of IU privacy is shown as follows:

Definition 2. PeDSS is private for IUs if for all λ ∈ N, the
advantage AdvPriv

A (λ) is negligible in λ for all Probabilistic
Polynomial-Time (PPT) Adversaries A, where

AdvPriv
A (λ) =

∣∣∣∣Pr
[
ExpPriv

A (λ) = 1
]
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣
Theorem 2. If AFGH scheme is semantically secure, PeDSS
is private for IUs.

Proof. To prove PeDSS is private for IUs, we assume that
there exists an adversary A that can break IU privacy with
non-negligible probability. Then, we construct a simulator S
that aims at breaking the semantic security of AFGH scheme
by taking advantage of the adversary A. S plays as the
adversary in a given AFGH semantic security experiment, yet
meanwhile it sets up a simulated PeDSS privacy experiment to
interact with A. Finally, it can leverage the response from A
to gain a non-negligible advantage in AFGH semantic security
experiment.
S set up the the simulated PeDSS privacy experiment as

follows. Firstly S sets msk← skB and ipk← pkB . Here msk

is actually unknown by S . Let pkh = (Zh1 , gh2) and sk =
(B1, B2). Then to simulate the corruption oracle CrptReg, S
selects r1, r2←$Z∗p and compute pkx ← ((Zh1)r1 , (gh2)r2)
and rkC ← (rkB→h)r2 . In this case (skx, pkx) is a randomly



ExpPriv
A (λ)

(msk, ipk, params)← Setup(2λ).

(T(0),T(1))← ACrptReg(ipk, params), where

T(0) :=
{

R(0)(k)
}M
k=1

, S(0), lt(0);

T(1) :=
{

R(1)(k)
}M
k=1

, S(1), lt(1)

return ⊥ if
{

R(0)(k)
}M
k=1

=
{

R(1)(k)
}M
k=1

.

b←$ {0, 1} .
for k = 1, · · · ,M

JR∗(k)KII ← Report Gen(R(b)(k)).

endfor

b′ ← ACrptReg(ipk, params,{JR∗(k)KII }Mk=1).

return 1 if b = b′; otherwise return 0.

CrptReg

x1, x2 ←$Z∗p, (skx, pkx)← KG(x1, x2).

rkC = RG(msk, pkx), return (pkx, rkC).

Fig. 3: Definition of privacy experiment

valid key pair where skx = (h1r1, h2r2), and rkC =
gB1h2r2 = gB1(h2r2) is generated correctly. Hence CrptReg
is perfectly simulated. Afterwards, S submits m0 = 1GT and
m1←$GT \{1GT } to AFGH semantic security experiment
defined in [14]. It obtains C := EII(pkB ,mb) ∈ GT × G1.
Let C = (c1, c2), where c1 = ZsB1mb and c2 = gs. Upon
receiving T(0) and T(1) submitted by A, S skips the proce-
dure of selecting b and generates simulated {JR∗(k)KII }Mk=1

as follows. For any k = 1, · · · ,M , if R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ =
R(1)(k)l,h,f,γ , then S computes the value of JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII
faithfully according to algorithm Report Gen(·). Otherwise,
S selects r←$Z∗p and sets JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII ← ⊗ri=1C if
R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ = 0; S sets JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII ← ((c1/m1)r, cr2)
if R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ = 1. Finally, S outputs 0 in AFGH semantic
security experiment if A outputs 0; otherwise S outputs 1.

In the AFGH semantic security experiment, if b is
selected as 0, then JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII = ((ZsB1mb)

r, (gs)r) =
(Z(sr)B1 , gsr) when R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ = 0; JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII =
((ZsB1mb/m1)r, (gs)r)) = (Z(sr)B1m−r1 , gsr) when
R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ = 1. Therefore in this case S simulates R∗(k)
perfectly in the case of setting b as 0 in the PeDSS privacy
experiment.

On the other hand, if b is selected as 1, then we have
JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII = ((ZsB1mb)

r, (gs)r) = (Z(sr)B1mr
1, g

sr)
when R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ = 0; when R(0)(k)l,h,f,γ = 1,
we have JR∗(k)l,h,f,γKII = ((ZsB1mb/m1)r, (gs)r)) =
(Z(sr)B1 , gsr) . Therefore in this case S also simulates R∗(k)
perfectly in the case of setting b as 1 in the PeDSS privacy
experiment. Hence we conclude that the advantage for break-
ing AFGH semantic security is the same as the advantage for
breaking PeDSS privacy.

Claim 1. Under EDBDH assumption, PeDSS is private for
IUs.

Proof. According to theorem 3.1 in [14], AFGH is semanti-
cally secure under EDBDH assumption, so PeDSS is private
for IUs under EDBDH assumption.

C. Location Privacy for SU

In PeDSS, the concept of geo-indistinguishability [16] can
be adopted to formally define location privacy for SUs.
Intuitively, for a curious SAS, if an SU at two locations
lSU , l

′
SU generates the same fuzzy location l∗SU with similar

probabilities, then the SAS holds little information about
whether the true location is lSU or l′SU . The formal definition
of SU geo-indistinguishability is given as follows2:

Definition 3. PeDSS satisfies ε-geo-indistinguishability if and
only if for any received fuzzy location l∗SU :

P (l∗SU |lSU )

P (l∗SU |l′SU )
≤ eεr ∀r > 0 ∀lSU , l′SU : d(lSU , l

′
SU ) ≤ r.

(15)

Theorem 3. PeDSS preserves ε′-geo-indistinguishability for
SUs in the service area with diameter D, with

ε′ =
2

rSU
+

1

u
ln
q − 2 + 3e2v

√
2/rSU

q − 5
, (16)

where u, v is the smaller and larger value of reported location
precision in Cartesian coordinates; q is a parameter obtained
q = u

Dδθ
, where δθ is the precision of angle.

Proof. From the analysis in [16] a mechanism drawing fuzzy
locations from polar Laplacian distribution with parameter
ε preserves ε-geo-indistiguishabiltiy. However, locations re-
ported to SAS have precisions and thus are actually discrete
values. From Theorem 4.1 in [16], within a given diameter
rmax := u

qδθ
, PeDSS provides ε′-geo-indistinguishability for

SUs in the service area with diameter D, with

ε′ = ε+
1

u
ln
q − 2 + 3eεv

√
2

q − 5

=
2

rSU
+

1

u
ln
q − 2 + 3e2v

√
2/rSU

q − 5
.

(17)

Note that rmax = u
qδθ

= D, so ε′-geo-indistinguishability for
SUs is preserved in the diameter D.

VII. EVALUATION

A. Implementation details

To instantiate a secure Type 1 pairing, we utilized the
pairing with “A-internal” described in [17]. The security level
is symmetric 80 bits, which provides approximately the same
level of security as an RSA signature with a modulus size
of 1024 bits. By using the pairing-based cryptography (PBC)
library available at [17], we implemented the AFGH scheme
and the homomorphic operation algorithms.

2There are three equivalent definitions proposed in [16], and in this paper
we adopt the third one.



To evaluate PeDSS, we set the service area to be a 405
km2 area in Washington D.C.. We employed L-R model using
SPLAT![18] to calculate the attenuation map in this area,
where real world terrain data obtained from USGS and SRTM3
was used. The IU interference sensitivity level was set as −80
dBm, which is the sensitivity for a general military radar.
We splitted this urban area of Washington D.C. into 36× 45
grids with a side length of 500m. All the experiments were
conducted on a laptop with Intel i7-4770 CPU @ 3.4GHz.

We compared the performance of PeDSS with two MPC-
based privacy preserving system: P2-SAS proposed in [5], and
PISA proposed in [7]. We selected these two works as the
benchmark because of the similarity that both PeDSS and them
address privacy for both IUs and SUs under protection zone
model with the assumption that SAS is not fully trusted.

B. Computational overhead
Table I compares the computational overhead of PeDSS

with P2-SAS and PISA. We simulated 5000 random spectrum
requests to evaluate PeDSS and utilized the benchmark of Pail-
lier cryptosystem to evaluate P2-SAS and PISA under the same
scale of network and the same resolution for discretization.

TABLE I: Computational overhead comparison between
PeDSS, P2-SAS and PISA

PeDSS P2-SAS PISA
IU: report generation 2.221 s 197.5 s 2.16 s
SAS: report update 34.36 ms 26.03 ms 70.20 ms
SU: request generation 0.26 ms 197.5 s 5.97 s
SAS: spectrum allocation 0.51 ms 3.48 s 5.91 s

From Table I, we observe that in terms of spectrum allo-
cation, PeDSS is three orders of magnitude faster than P2-
SAS and PISA. PeDSS achieves advantage in computational
overhead on spectrum allocation as a result of the novel
construction that leverages homomorphic proxy re-encryption,
where SAS does not have to aggregate all items in the
encrypted database.

Compared to P2-SAS, PeDSS is more than one order of
magnitude faster in terms of generating IU report and performs
similarly in integrating one IU report into the database. This
is due to the difference between AFGH and Paillier cryptosys-
tem. PeDSS does not achieve significant advantage over PISA
in terms of generating IU report, since PISA is tailored for
DSA system in UHF TV band, where some IU operational data
are assumed to be known by the SAS, including the location,
antenna height, and transmission power. Hence in PISA IUs
are sending a smaller matrix to SAS under the same scale of
network.

The computational overhead of generating an SU request in
PeDSS is about two orders of magnitude faster than P2-SAS.
This is achieved by the incorporation of differential privacy
in PeDSS, so that SU does not generate a whole encrypted
matrix to hide its actual location.

C. Communication overhead
Table II compares the communication overhead of PeDSS

with P2-SAS and PISA. For the spectrum license cred in

PeDSS, each field of the message is assumed to be 32 bits
long. The SAS certificate certSAS is assumed to be a X.509
certificate. The length of certSAS is set to be 1888 bytes,
which is the same as the site certificate of Google. The
signature σ in cred is a 512 bit ECDSA signature.

TABLE II: Communication overhead comparison between
PeDSS, P2-SAS and PISA

PeDSS P2-SAS PISA
IU report (single IU) 297.9 KB 3.174 MB 50.2 KB
SU request 3.65 KB 1.19 MB 783.0 KB
SAS response 3.95 KB 4.01 KB 4.01 KB

In PeDSS, the size of a single IU report is about one
order of magnitude smaller than P2-SAS. PeDSS achieves the
advantage since the bilinear pairing cryptosystem of AFGH is
constructed on elliptic curves, while the Paillier cryptosystem
is based on number theory and consumes larger spaces under
the same level of security. One can also observe that in PISA,
the size of IU report is smaller than the one in PeDSS. This is
because in PISA smaller matrix are sent to SAS under the same
scale of network; as we mentioned above, PISA is customized
for UHF TV band, where the privacy of IU locations, antenna
height, and transmission power are not protected.

Note that in PeDSS, the size of a spectrum request is more
than two orders of magnitude smaller than ones in P2-SAS and
PISA. This is also achieved by the incorporation of differential
privacy, where SU does not need to send a whole matrix to
SAS to hide its actual location.

D. Accuracy

There are two types of errors in a general DSA system: false
positive and false negative. A false positive error means that
an SU does not get access to the spectrum although it will not
generate harmful interference to IUs, and a false negative error
means that an SU gets a a valid spectrum license although
it will generate harmful interference to IUs. False positives
result in lost spectrum access opportunity, which is undesirable
but tolerable. False negatives create interference to IUs, which
violates the FCC DSA rules and should be avoided whenever
possible. Because of the correctness feature of PeDSS, there
is no false negative errors assuming the measurements and
attenuation calculation is accurate. Recall that the attenuation
map records the minimum attenuation values for those dis-
cretized parameters, so the discretization can only overestimate
the interference and never underestimate interference (if we
neglect the errors of L-R model itself). Therefore, the only
possible false negatives are introduced by errors of L-R model.
Yet, performing a fine-grained measurements over a 405 km2

area to evaluate the accuracy of L-R model is beyond the scope
of this paper. Compared to other privacy-preserving techniques
that also introduce location fuzziness (e.g [12][9][4]), PeDSS
achieves the advantage of negligible false negatives.

In PeDSS, there are two factors contributing to the false
positive error: stretching error and discretization error. This
is because both stretching and discretization can lead to
overestimation of SU interference. Figure. 4a shows the false



positive error of PeDSS, where rSU is the mean distance
between the fuzzy location submitted by an SU and the true
location of the SU. From the figure we can observe the trade-
off between false positive and SU privacy. When privacy
parameter rSU is set as 160m, parameter ε = 2/rSU = 0.0125
and from the CDF function Cε(r), 97% fuzzy locations are
in an radius of 428.4m. In this case PeDSS achieves false
positive rate of 7.46% by setting stretch radius r0 = 120m.
Therefore, PeDSS incurs small false positive error by setting
a proper stretch radius r0.

By comparing different curves in Figure. 4a, we also ob-
serve that when stretching radius r0 is set to be 120m, PeDSS
achieves lower false positive than the case where stretching
radius r0 is set to be 80m or 160m. Intuitively stretching
radius r0 should not be too large since larger r0 leads to
more interference overestimation. Meanwhile, if the stretching
radius r0 is too small, then SAS will possibly not cover the
true location of SU; as a result, the license will not be valid
and a false positive error happens.
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Fig. 4: False positive evaluation.

Figure. 4b compares the false positive error between PeDSS,
P2-SAS and PISA. For PeDSS, privacy parameter rSU is set as
160m, and stretch radius r0 is set as 120m. The false positive
probability of PISA and P2-SAS shows the errors introduced
by discretization, and the gap of false positive probability
between PeDSS and P2-SAS/PISA shows the errors introduced
by SAS location stretching of PeDSS.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel DSA framework called
PeDSS, which preserves privacy for both IUs and SUs under
the scenario of untrusted SAS. By leveraging the homomor-
phic property of AFGH scheme and incorporation of proxy re-
encryption, PeDSS manages to achieve the privacy protection
goal while eliminating the online trusted third party. The
location privacy of SUs is preserved by differentially private
mechanisms and the potential false negative error from this
mechanism is mitigated through location stretch algorithm.
PeDSS also achieves significantly lower computational over-
head compared to prior art, as a result of faster cryptographic
primitive and the usage of differential privacy technique.
Future work may focus on further eliminating the offline

trusted third party by leveraging secure hardware such as
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and deeper study on the
impact of location stretch algorithm on false positives.
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